Guidelines for Grown-Ups

Thank you for assisting in your upcoming program at LSNC. We are so excited to have you here! Below are a few guidelines that will ensure a positive experience for kids and grown-ups alike.

Follow your leader – educators will outline expectations that apply to the whole group, including: be a scientist, stay on the trail, and respect nature.

Model respectful behavior – turn off phones and limit social talking with others. Show children how attentive you can be! If you need to make a phone call or have a side conversation, remove yourself from the group to limit distraction.

Encourage curiosity – challenge children to ask questions, investigate, and discuss what they see.

Supervise – adults should handle discipline issues. This allows educators to concentrate on providing the best educational experience for all participants.

Participate – observe, play games, ask questions, and learn something new as you explore LSNC!

Have fun — our mission is to educate and inspire children and adults — so take advantage of this opportunity to discover, explore, and understand your natural environment!

Dress for the weather — we spend at least half of all of our programs outside. Check the weather beforehand and be prepared to wear sturdy shoes and comfortable clothes to keep you warm and dry.

Have fun — our mission is to educate and inspire children and adults — so take advantage of this opportunity to discover, explore, and understand your natural environment!